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Abstract
Modulation diversity can reduce the bit error rate in fading channels. We make use of the advantage of modulation diversity in noncoherent differential modulation technique. Increase in modulation diversity is obtained by rotating signal constellation. Coordinate interleaved Differential amplitude and phase-shift keying modulation (DAPSK) is particularly advantageous compared to the Differential
phase-shift keying (DPSK) technique. Energy optimization is done to minimize the energy consumption. Simulation results shows that
the proposed differential detection for different rotation angle achieves better BER performance than constant phase differential detection
with modulation diversity. The energy required to successfully transmit a bit is also reduced for proposed system compared to Differential phase shift keying based system.
Keywords: Signal Space Diversity (SSD); Differential Detection; Wireless Sensor Network (WSN); Energy Efficiency; Spectral Efficiency.

1. Introduction
Signal space diversity combined with differential detection is very
effective in scenario where actual channel state information is
difficult to achieve. It also eliminates the pilot symbols for estimating the channel information and equalization. Spectrally efficient technique such as DAPSK is advantageous compared to
Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in distortion environment where signal compression take place and this is explained in
[1]. In signal space diversity technique the diversity order of the
signal set is increased by rotating the constellation points. The constellation set is expanded by interleaving the real and imaginary
component of each constellation point independently. As the dimension of the signal set is increased there is less possibility of
errors due to compression in the signal set caused by the fading
effects and this is analyzed in [2]. The expansion in the signal set
results in improved gain in the fading channel compared to the non
rotated constellation set.
Non-coherent transmission is particularly useful in fast fading
channel as perfect knowledge of the fading coefficients is difficult
to achieve. Differential space time modulation was proposed to
avoid channel estimation at the receiver for fast fading channel in
[3]. MDPSK modulation with time diversity using a repetition
code was proposed in [4] but this method required additional.
Differential detection bandwidth with multiple antennas is analyzed in [5]. DAPSK modulation was considered to transmit high
data rate in terrestrial digital transmission system [6]. The modulation techniques to overcome non-linear effects due to high power
amplifiers at the transmitter are illustrated in [7], [8]. Noncoherent technique in amplify-and-forward relay network is proposed in [9]. Non-coherent space time modulation is studied in
[10]. Transmit energy and circuit energy analysis of SISO and
virtual MIMO systems for different modulation schemes are done

in [11]. The performance of component interleaving in signal set
is analyzed in [12]. The benefits of co-operation in single-hop and
multi-hop network are explained in [13]. In [14] and [15], a spacetime coded cooperation to reduce energy consumption was introduced by the authors. In [16], transmission delay, energy-delay
cost and consumed energy per bit is minimized by applying chain
based protocols.
In this work we combine the benefits of signal space diversity in
DAPSK modulation scheme in block fading channel. We derive
optimization based on the signal constellation parameters to minimize the required energy and analyze the energy consumption per
bit for the differential detection technique. To the best of our
knowledge differential modulation diversity was not employed in
DAPSK modulated signals.
The paper is framed as follows. In Section II we illustrate the energy optimization procedure and system model adopted for the analysis of differential modulation diversity for DAPSK modulation
system. In section III we analyze differential detection equations
for the DAPSK system and the energy analysis for the DAPSK
with modulation diversity. Simulation outputs are discussed in
section IV. Finally, conclusive remarks are reported in section V.

2. DAPSK energy consumption
Energy optimization
Data bits are differential mapped into DAPSK symbol as expressed
in Equation 1. At the receiver symbol detection is done separately
estimating the amplitude and phase angle between the present and
the previous symbol given in Equation 2. The rotated constellation
is achieved by multiplying the mapped signal with the rotation
matrix given in Equation 3. The wireless channel is modelled as a
Rayleigh flat fading. A component interleaver is used at the transmitter to independently interleave the in phase and quadrature
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phase component to enable expansion of the signal set. The component interleaver performance is important to achieve gain in
modulation diversity system. Perfect phase recovery is assumed at
the receiver.

Pc = Mt (PDAC + Pfilt + Pmix ) + 2 Psync + Mr (PLNA + PIFA +
PADC + Pfilt + Pmix )
(10)
The parameters in Equation (8) to (11) are explained in detail in
[11]. The total energy consumption per bit Ebt for a ﬁxed-rate system is expressed as in
Ebt =

Pa + Pc

(11)

Rb

3. Simulated results

The bit error probability of DAPSK in Gaussian channel is summation of bit error probability of DPSK and DASK and is given in
Equation 4. The error probability of DPSK is given in Equation 5
and the error probability of DASK is given in Equation 6.
dk = ak exp(jφk ) = sk dk−1
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Fig. 1: System Model of the Proposed DAPSK Modulation Diversity

MATLAB software is used to derive energy consumption per bit is
found for DAPSK modulation for different values of ring ratios.
There are 2 rings in the 16-DAPSK constellation with eight PSK
points in each ring. The BER values are minimum for a ring ratio
of 1.8. Hence DAPSK constellation with 1.8 ring ration consumes
minimum energy compared to constellation with ring ratio of 2 and
2.2. The DAPSK constellation consumes less energy compared to
16-DPSK.
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The energy required to successfully transmit a bit is evaluated by
inverting Equation (4). The optimization criteria for minimum
energy consumption can be designed as in Equation (7)
minimize{Eb (PM−DAPSK )}
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Fig. 2: Energy Consumption per Bit Comparison 16-DAPSK and 16DPSK.
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BER values as a function of Eb/N0 for coherent QPSK with gray
coding and non-coherent 16-ary DAPSK and 16-ary DPSK. For the
non-coherent DAPSK system the amplitude ring ratio α is taken as
2 and the phase changes are taken as 8-ary PSK. Figure 3 depicts
the BER performance of modulation diversity scheme for a QPSK
constellation in a Rayleigh fading channel. According to the graph
the modulation diversity scheme with rotation angle =26o outperforms the SSD scheme for QPSK with rotation angle 17o, 22 o and
35 o. At 10-3 BER there is approximately 2 dB gain in Eb/N0 for
SSD scheme with rotation angle 26o compared to rotation angle 17o.

(7)

Energy consumption analysis for differential modulation diversity
In this section, we analyze the required energy to successfully send
a bit. Minimizing the transmission energy consumption is an important issue of wireless nodes especially in wireless sensor network. This is useful in extending the life time of a WSN. Overall
energy required to successfully transmit a bit depends on the power
consumed by the power amplifiers according to link budget analysis and the total circuit power consumption Pc as in [11]. The system parameters used to evaluate the energy consumption per bit is
similar to analysis done in [11].
2

Pout = Eb R b G4Пd
MN
Gr λ2 l f
t

(8)

To achieve fixed end to end BER, the required energy to successfully receive a bit at the receiver is Eb, Rb is the bit rate, and‘d’ is
the transmission distance.
Pa = (1 + α)Pout
(9)

Fig. 3: BER Comparison of Coherent QPSK Signal Space Diversity System for Different Rotation Angle.

In the simulation of energy analysis one source and one destination
is assumed. The overall energy consumption per bit for varying
distance between source and destination is calculated for coherent
QPSK SSD scheme, DPSK with modulation diversity and DAPSK
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with modulation diversity. Figure 4 shows that the energy consumed per bit for QPSK for rotation angle 26o is less compared to
angle 17o. The energy consumption per bit for non-coherent
scheme with modulation diversity is illustrated in Figure 5. The
simulation result shows that the DAPSK system requires less energy to successfully transmit a bit compared to DPSK system.
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Fig. 4: Overall Energy Consumption per Bit of QPSK SSD System over
Distance for Different Rotation Angles.
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Fig. 5: Modulation Diversity BER Plots for DPSK and DAPSK Technique.
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Fig. 6: Overall Energy Consumption per Bit over Distance for DAPSK
and DPSK System.

4. Conclusion
Simulation results show that BER values of the proposed DAPSK
with modulation diversity is advantageous compared to DPSK with
modulation diversity. This non-coherent detection is a better choice
particularly in practical systems where channel estimation and
equalization is difficult to achieve. The energy efficiency of this
spectrally efficient DAPSK modulation system proves to be better
than DPSK modulation system. This technique avoids pilot symbol
transmission for CSI recovery. This work can be extended to fast

fading channel and multiple symbol differential detectors can be
employed to get improved performance.
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